**ABSTRACT.** The Seventh Circuit’s en banc decision in *Hively v. Ivy Tech Community College* has received as much attention for its dueling views of statutory interpretation as for its historic holding: that sexual orientation discrimination is protected under Title VII’s “because of sex” prong. Yet the opinions’ divergent approaches to statutory interpretation end up doing surprisingly little work. Lacking substantive engagement with the ways sexual orientation discrimination helps police gender norms or longstanding debates over how thoroughly Title VII is meant to disrupt those norms, the opinions instead offer an originalism without history, a dynamic interpretation that lacks limits, and a textualism largely divorced from the values Title VII’s text is meant to address. As other courts consider whether to adopt *Hively’s* important holding, its gender-blind approach to equality law should give way to one that foregrounds the opportunity-limiting sex stereotyping at the heart of anti-LGBT animus.¹

*Hively v. Ivy Tech Community College*² is an important decision that wants to be an important opinion—four opinions, actually, all competing for space in future casebooks. With its unquestionably historic holding—the first federal court of appeals to declare that sexual orientation discrimination necessarily comprises sex discrimination under Title VII—you might expect the Seventh Circuit’s opinions to be gunning for casebooks on employment discrimination or sexual orientation law. But you would be wrong. These are opinions that

---

¹ **Author’s Note:** My title comes from Charles L. Black, Jr., *The Lawfulness of the Segregation Decisions*, 69 YALE L.J. 421, 426 (1960) (decrying “the only kind of law that can be warranted outrageous in advance—law based on self-induced blindness, on flagrant contradiction of known fact”); see also id. at 427 (arguing that questions of discrimination “ha[ve] meaning and can find an answer only on the ground of history and of common knowledge about the facts of life”).

² 853 F.3d 339 (7th Cir. 2017) (*Hively II*).
want to say something important, first and foremost, about statutory interpretation.\(^3\)

The irony is that the *Hively* opinions show how little judges’ views on statutory interpretation matter when they are blind to substance. The opinions cite eight eminent legislation scholars\(^4\) without mentioning a single antidiscrimination or gender theorist, legal historian, or gay rights advocate. Perhaps as a result, *Hively* ends up offering an originalism without history, a dynamic interpretation that lacks a limiting principle, and a textualism largely disengaged from the values Title VII’s text is best understood to promote. What results is a gender-blind approach to equality law closer to that of the conservative anti-classificationists on the Supreme Court than to the Justices who have thus far voted for LGBT rights. We should not forget how few judges were convinced by formalist arguments like *Hively*’s in the many years of litigation over same-sex marriage.\(^5\)

As the most important legal success for LGBT rights since the marriage rulings, *Hively* will hopefully inspire other courts to embrace its result.\(^6\) But *Hively*’s reasoning and influence on other courts might both have been stronger had it acknowledged the decades of scholarship and advocacy that brought us to the point where *Hively*’s result seemed inevitable.

To make this case, Part I of this Essay describes the formalist debate at the heart of *Hively*’s majority and dissenting opinions. Part II argues that a more substantive engagement with the sex-specific stereotyping at the heart of sexual orientation discrimination would highlight what is at stake in this debate: gender policing, a (contested) target of Title VII from the time of its passage. Part III turns to Judge Posner’s concurring opinion in *Hively* and suggests how his common law approach to Title VII’s anti-discrimination provisions could itself learn from those who have actually studied discrimination in the contemporary workplace.

---


4. 853 F.3d at 343; id. at 352 (Posner, J., concurring); id. at 359 (Sykes, J., dissenting).


Hively’s Self-Induced Blindness

I. THE MAIN OPINIONS

Like a number of other recent judicial and administrative opinions and briefs,7 Judge Wood’s opinion for the eight-judge majority in Hively leads with a deceptively simple argument. Title VII prohibits adverse employment actions—like Ivy Tech’s refusal to hire longtime instructor Kimberly Hively for a full-time faculty position—when they are taken against someone “because of such individual’s . . . sex.”8 Hively alleged that she was denied full-time employment because she is a lesbian. Put another way, she alleged that Ivy Tech hires men, but not women, who are attracted to women. But for Hively’s sex, she would have a job.

Joined by two other judges in dissent, Judge Sykes denies the relevance of this comparison. Were Hively a gay man rather than a lesbian, she would still presumably have been denied the job.9 Thus, according to the dissent, no discrimination “because of sex” has occurred. Ivy Tech treats male and female homosexuals equally badly.

How do we decide which comparison is more apt? Here, Judge Sykes appeals to the original public meaning of the statute. It is not “even remotely plausible,” she insists, “that in 1964, when Title VII was adopted, a reasonable person competent in the English language would have understood that a law banning employment discrimination ‘because of sex’ also banned discrimination because of sexual orientation.”10 Reasonable English speakers—in 1964, and now11—understand sex and sexual orientation as different immutable traits that give rise to categorically distinct types of discrimination. (Note that Sykes’ originalism is not necessary to her opinion, since she thinks the plain meaning of Title VII’s text, even today, precludes Hively’s claim.)

9. Since Hively’s appeal arises from Ivy Tech’s motion to dismiss, her allegations of homophobia on the part of the college are taken as true.
10. 853 F.3d 339, 362 (7th Cir. 2017) (Sykes, J., dissenting).
11. Id. at 363.
Instead of disputing what the dissent calls the traditional notion of sex held by Congress and others in 1964, the majority relies on a 1998 opinion by Justice Scalia. In *Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services*, Scalia acknowledged that although male-on-male sexual harassment, the subject of the case, “was assuredly not the principal evil Congress was concerned with when it enacted Title VII, . . . it is ultimately the provisions of our laws rather than the principal concerns of our legislators by which we are governed.” Since the dissent’s originalist approach looks to original public meaning, not Congress’s original intent, the passage from *Oncale* is not exactly responsive. But it does help the majority lay claim to its own brand of textualism: one that decides in the present rather than asking the past how best to understand the words of a statute.

This debate over statutory interpretation has yet to do much work. It has certainly not provided a reason for deciding who Hively’s comparator should be: a man attracted to women (thus maintaining the gender of the worker’s partner) or a gay man (thus holding sexual orientation constant).

Perhaps recognizing this impasse, the majority opinion—again, like other recent opinions and briefs—offers two more reasons for finding protection for Hively under Title VII. First, the majority mentions gender stereotyping, as the Supreme Court has long read Title VII to “strike at the entire spectrum of disparate treatment of men and women resulting from sex stereotypes.” Hively, according to Judge Wood, “represents the ultimate case of failure to conform to the female stereotype . . . she is not heterosexual.”

Phrased in this way, the gender stereotyping argument might seem to duplicate the formalist argument already made. If Hively were a man dating a woman, she would conform with gender stereotypes. But since she is a woman dating a woman, she defies them. This sounds like the same argument as be-

---

12. See id. at 368; see also Ulane v. E. Airlines, Inc., 742 F.2d 1081, 1085 (7th Cir. 1984) (“Congress never considered nor intended that this 1964 legislation apply to anything other than the traditional concept of sex.”).


14. Cf. Kimberly A. Yuracko, *Gender Nonconformity and the Law* 36-37 (2016) (“When a woman is fired for engaging in a sexual relationship with a woman, how one names the trait for which she is being adversely treated determines whether her treatment is deemed neutral or discriminatory.”).

15. See sources cited supra note 7.


fore, and it invites the same response: if nonheterosexual men and nonheterosexual women both violate the same gender norm, the norm must not be sex-specific. Thus, it cannot form the basis of a sex discrimination claim. I return to this response in the following Part.

The majority’s final argument offers an “associational theory” of discrimination. As Judge Wood writes: “It is now accepted that a person who is discriminated against because of the protected characteristic of one with whom she associates is actually being disadvantaged because of her own traits.” Central to this claim is Loving v. Virginia, in which the Supreme Court struck down Virginia’s antimiscegenation laws as unconstitutional race discrimination. But care is needed here. Imagine a white male employee married to an African-American woman. He would certainly have a Title VII claim if his boss fired him out of aversion to racial intermingling. Call this an associational claim if you like, but it is really just the same comparator claim as before: if the employee had been black rather than white, the boss would not have held his marriage against him. The associational approach only adds something when the law protects some groups but not others, and the partner, but not the employee, belongs to the protected group.

Invoking Loving does not provide a separate route to protection, though it is often presented this way. What it does offer, importantly, is a reason for choosing the majority’s comparator over that of the dissent. The dissent, recall, denies that sex discrimination occurred since Ivy Tech acted symmetrically, disadvantaging both women and men who have same-sex partners. This is akin to the argument made by Virginia in Loving, where it insisted that by punishing both white and black people in interracial marriages, it had treated the races equally. The Loving Court rejected that approach, holding antimiscegenation

18. Hively II, 853 F.3d at 347.
19. Id.
21. See, e.g., Holcomb v. Iona Coll., 521 F.3d 130 (2d Cir. 2008).
22. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that the earlier claim was itself an associational one, since it considers the plaintiff’s gender in relation to another’s. See Victoria Schwartz, Title VII: A Shift from Sex to Relationships, 35 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 209 (2012).
23. Imagine, for example, a statute that makes it illegal to discriminate against an employee because of pregnancy. A male employee could bring an associational claim if he were fired when his wife got pregnant.
25. Loving, 388 U.S. at 8 (“[T]he State contends that, because its miscegenation statutes punish equally both the white and the Negro participants in an interracial marriage, these statutes, despite their reliance on racial classifications, do not constitute an invidious discrimination
laws unconstitutional “even assuming an even-handed state purpose to protect the ‘integrity’ of all races.”26 The analogy in Hively is clear: symmetrical sex discrimination is sex discrimination against both genders, not neither.

There are two reasons why this might be so. First, symmetrical discrimination against lesbians and gay men necessarily takes account of those employees’ gender. This is the approach Judge Flaum takes in his concurrence in Hively.27 At the moment Ivy Tech decided not to hire Hively, it was necessarily aware of, and motivated by, the fact that she is a woman in a relationship with a woman. Ivy Tech is liable because it was insufficiently gender-blind.

The second possibility emerges from the sentence just quoted from Loving.28 It suggests that symmetrical discrimination—punishing both white and black spouses, or both gay men and lesbians—is wrong not because it fails to live up to some color- or gender-blind ideal. Instead, the constitutional problem in Loving stems from the fact that the state sought racial “integrity.”29 Virginia wanted the races to stay in their lanes, maintaining their traditional, even God-ordained, roles in the world.30 Similarly, in cases like Hively, equality concerns arise when employers demand that both men and women stick to traditional gender roles. On this second approach, the problem is not gender consciousness as opposed to blindness; rather, it is gender stereotyping and, ultimately, gendered constraints on opportunity.

The majority opinion hints at this approach when it speaks of employers “policing the boundaries of what . . . behaviors they found acceptable for a woman (or in some cases, for a man).”31 The trouble is, the majority describes

---

26. Loving, 388 U.S. at 11 n.11.

27. Hively II, 853 F.3d 339, 358 (7th Cir. 2017) (Flaum, J., concurring) (“One cannot consider a person's homosexuality without also accounting for their sex.”); see also id. at 346-47 (“The discriminatory behavior does not exist without taking the victim’s biological sex . . . into account.”). But see id. at 367 n.5 (Sykes, J., dissenting) (“An employer who refuses to hire a lesbian applicant because she is a lesbian only ‘accounts for’ her sex in the limited sense that he notices she is a woman. But that's not the object of the employer’s discriminatory intent, not even in part. Her sex isn’t a motivating factor for the employer’s decision; the employer objects only to her sexual orientation.”).

28. Loving, 388 U.S. at 11 n.11.

29. Id.

30. As the trial court judge had famously written in Loving, “‘Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, malay and red, and he placed them on separate continents . . . . The fact that he separated the races shows that he did not intend for the races to mix.’ Loving, 388 U.S. at 3. In fact, Virginia's laws were not exactly symmetrical. Whites could not marry non-whites, but members of non-white races were allowed to marry. Id. at 11 n.11. The Court did not depend on that asymmetry in reaching its decision, however. See id.

31. Hively II, 853 F.3d at 346.
Hively as “represent[ing] the ultimate case of failure to conform to the female stereotype” because “she is not heterosexual.”

Presumably, the majority would describe a man’s nonheterosexuality as a failure to conform to the ultimate male stereotype. But if the normative stereotypes are the same—”Be heterosexual!”—it becomes hard to see how this serves to keep men and women in their separate lanes.

This, I take it, is what Judge Sykes is getting at when she rejects the comparison to Loving. Antimiscegenation laws “use racial classifications toward the end of racial purity and white supremacy,” she writes.

“Sexual-orientation discrimination, on the other hand, is not inherently sexist. No one argues that sexual-orientation discrimination aims to promote or perpetuate the supremacy of one sex.”

This last sentence is breathtaking—not least because, understood a particular way, it is correct.

II. NOT IN THE OPINIONS

The claim that no one argues that sexual orientation discrimination aims at the supremacy of one sex is true only if the people counted are the Seventh Circuit judges sitting en banc in Hively. If we expand our scope, however, to include nearly anyone who has written seriously about sexual orientation discrimination, gay rights more broadly, or gender theory more broadly still, the claim is astonishingly, flamboyantly wrong.

The fact that no one writing in Hively, at least this time around, tied LGBT discrimination to the policing of gender norms and the preservation of male privilege shows why the court’s blindness to scholarship beyond the field of statutory interpretation is significant. For it would be nearly impossible even to glance at the queer and gender theory or antidiscrimination scholarship of the last two decades without encountering the notion that sexual orientation discrimination has something to do with the subordination of women. And one

32. Id.
33. Hively II, 853 F.3d at 368 (Sykes, J., dissenting).
34. Id.; cf. Hernandez v. Robles, 855 N.E.2d 1, 11 (N.Y. 2006) (distinguishing Loving because plaintiffs “do not argue here that [New York’s same-sex marriage ban] is designed to subdivide either men to women or women to men as a class”).
35. By contrast, Judge Rovner’s now-vacated panel opinion included a lengthy and compelling account of the varieties of gender stereotyping man and women face in the workplace. See Hively v. Ivy Tech Cmty. Coll (Hively I), 830 F.3d 698, 704-15 (7th Cir. 2016).
36. In chronological order over the last several decades, see, for example, Adrienne Rich, Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence, 5 SIGNS 631 (1980); SuzanE Pharr, Homophobia: A Weapon of Sexism (1988); Sylvia A. Law, Homosexuality and the Social Meaning of
could not engage with recent historical scholarship37 on the Civil Rights Act without questioning whether the “traditional notion of sex”—the originally understood meaning of Title VII’s “because of sex” clause—may be more complicated than the formalist opinions in Hively would have us believe.

As early as 1988, Sylvia Law and Andrew Koppelman argued that “contempt for lesbian women and gay men serves primarily to preserve and reinforce the social meaning attached to gender.”38 Judge Rovner’s panel opinion in Hively, now vacated, understood this point well.


38. Law, supra note 36, at 187; see also Koppelman, Miscegenation Analogy, supra note 36, at 138 (“Just as the prohibition of miscegenation preserved the polarities of race on which white supremacy rested, so the prohibition of sodomy preserves the polarities of gender on which rests the subordination of women.”).
Lesbian women and gay men upend our gender paradigms by their very status—causing us to question and casting into doubt antiquated and anachronistic ideas about what roles men and women should play in their relationships. Who is dominant and who is submissive? Who is charged with earning a living and who makes a home? Who is a father and who a mother? In this way the roots of sexual orientation discrimination and gender discrimination wrap around each other inextricably.39

Showing the connection among sexuality, gender stereotypes, and, ultimately, sex discrimination requires disentangling the gender norms the en banc majority conflates under the heading: Be straight.40 As Law argued in 1988 and many others have argued since, these norms are actually differentiated by sex: “Real men are and should be sexually attracted to women, and real women [should] invite and enjoy that attraction.”41 Law’s talk of “real men” and “real women” suggests what is at stake in differentiating the stereotypes applied to each gender. The Hively majority’s conflation does not just open it to the symmetry objection (i.e., that compulsory heterosexuality applies both to men and women and thus cannot comprise sex discrimination);42 it also obscures the way in which homophobia serves more broadly to police men’s and women’s respective spheres, each with its own standards for appearance, affect, activities, occupations, and desires. As Bennett Capers has written, “Women who are heterosexual, feminine, demure, and deferential to men are rewarded, as are men who are heterosexual, masculine, competitive, and protective of women.”43 Forcing men and women into stereotyped, gender-specific boxes of this sort has long been seen to violate Title VII.

The Supreme Court emphasized this in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins in 1989 when it claimed that Congress, by passing Title VII, “intended to strike at the entire spectrum of disparate treatment of men and women resulting from sex stereotypes.”44 Men who do not want women (while remaining sexually “invio-

39. Hively I, 830 F.3d at 706.
41. Law, supra note 36, at 196.
42. See Hively II, 853 F.3d at 370 (Sykes, J., dissenting) (“To put the matter plainly, heterosexuality is not a female stereotype; it is not a male stereotype; it is not a sex-specific stereotype at all.”).
43. Capers, supra note 36, at 1162.
44. 490 U.S. 228, 251 (1989) (plurality opinion). For all that Judge Sykes makes of the fact that Price Waterhouse’s “entire spectrum” language came from a four-Justice plurality opinion, see Hively II, 853 F.3d at 369, it is actually a quotation from an earlier majority opinion, see City of L.A. Dep’t of Water & Power v. Manhart, 435 U.S. 702, 707 n.13 (1978), and it was quoted
lable” themselves), and women who fail to make themselves available to men, find themselves on this spectrum of stereotype violators, along with “effeminate” men and “mannish” or “butch” women, whatever their sexuality. As I have argued and the Hively panel opinion discussed at length, courts have for some time now accepted gender nonconformity claims from gay and lesbian plaintiffs under Title VII, but only if the claims were based on plaintiffs’ “gay” appearance or affect and not on the employer’s knowledge of their sexual orientation. As most of the judges in Hively recognize, this doctrinal result is untenable. It makes no sense to protect employees because they look or sound gay, but not because they are gay.

The obvious solution is to take Price Waterhouse to its logical conclusion—to protect known, not just seen or heard, violations of gender norms related to sexual orientation. Admittedly, while Price Waterhouse has long prohibited employers from enforcing outmoded norms about how men versus women are meant to appear and behave, not all gendered differences are outlawed, as cases about uniforms, hairstyles, and makeup standards show. But this is why it is important to emphasize how certain gender norms substantively constrain men and women in separate spheres, with separate expectations and opportunities. Among these are expectations about women’s sexual availability and men’s impenetrability—stereotyping that the presence and relationships of gays, lesbians, and bisexuals tend to disrupt. This, rather than any linguistic claim about the meaning of “sex,” is what ties protection against sexual orienta-


45. MacKinnon, supra note 36, at 1087.
48. Hively II, 853 F.3d at 342; id. at 355 (Posner, J., concurring); id. at 371 n.9 (Sykes, J., dissenting).
49. See Soucek, supra note 46, at 744-66.
50. Id. at 727.
51. See Deborah L. Rhode, The Beauty Bias (2010). The dress and grooming cases also suggest why a gender-blind, purely anticlassificationist approach to Title VII is unlikely to gain widespread support. See Yuracko, supra note 14, at 32-53.
52. Constitutional sex equality law has long taken this approach, not least because of the advocacy of Ruth Bader Ginsburg. See Franklin, supra note 37; Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Remarks on Women Becoming Part of the Constitution, 6 Law & Ineq. (1988).
tion discrimination to Title VII’s goal of dismantling constraining gender roles and hierarchies, in the workplace and beyond.\textsuperscript{53}

But what about the dissent’s originalist retort that Title VII, as publicly understood at the time it was enacted, had no such sweeping goals—that the law simply made “it unlawful for an employer ‘to discriminate against women because they are women and against men because they are men’”?\textsuperscript{54} The problem with this response is that it uncritically assumes the very history on which its originalism depends. As Cary Franklin has compellingly demonstrated, the “traditional concept” of sex assumed by the dissent is a legal fiction, invented well after 1964. In actuality, “the legislative debate over Title VII’s sex provision emphasized . . . that [sex discrimination] was understood as a means of enforcing conventional sex and family roles.”\textsuperscript{55} Leading and influential advocates at the time argued that Title VII was not meant to “eradicate all formal sex classifications from the law, but to invalidate employment practices that pressed women into traditional roles.”\textsuperscript{56} Employers and legislators were concerned that the law “would upend traditional gender norms and sexual conventions, and disrupt forms of regulation that defined what it meant to be a man or a woman.”\textsuperscript{57} Franklin’s argument—and more recently, Vicki Schultz’s argument as well\textsuperscript{58}—is that the meaning of discrimination “because of sex” is and has always been a contested one, where the extent to which gender roles and stereotypes should be disrupted by law has always been among the things at stake.

By offering an originalism that is blind to history, the dissent misses this point. But so too does the textualist majority, which fails to observe fully the social realities that give Title VII’s words their meaning.\textsuperscript{59} What results is yet

\textsuperscript{53}. As Jessica Clarke has recently argued: “Some thicker understanding of the wrong of gender discrimination is required to make analogies to white supremacy cases like \textit{Loving} plausibile to skeptics.” Clarke, \textit{supra} note 36, at 822; see also id. at 835-36.

\textsuperscript{54}. \textit{Hively II}, 853 F.3d at 353 (Sykes, J., dissenting) (quoting Ulane v. Eastern Airlines, Inc., 742 F.2d 1081, 1085 (7th Cir. 1984)).

\textsuperscript{55}. Franklin, \textit{supra} note 37, at 1328.

\textsuperscript{56}. \textit{Id.} at 1331.

\textsuperscript{57}. \textit{Id.} at 1380.

\textsuperscript{58}. See Schultz, \textit{supra} note 37, at 1014-46.

\textsuperscript{59}. Cf. Franklin, \textit{supra} note 37, at 1377-78 (“The extension of sex-based Title VII protections to gay and transgender workers is the result of developments not in formal logic, but in social logic; courts in the twenty-first century are beginning to develop new understandings of the ways in which discrimination against sexual minorities can reflect and reinforce gendered conceptions of sex and family roles.”).
another form of blindness in *Hively*, as its formalist arguments end up turning Title VII into a mandate for gender blindness in the workplace.\textsuperscript{60}

Some might see this as a strategic move, made with an eye to the self-proclaimed colorblind Justices on the Supreme Court. But if that is the case, the *Hively* majority should not be over-optimistic. For another antidiscrimination scholar that they might have cited, Suzanne Goldberg, has documented the almost total failure of formalist sex-discrimination arguments in gay rights litigation, especially the marriage cases, in recent years.\textsuperscript{61} It is unclear why these arguments might suddenly start doing better now in the context of Title VII.

\textbf{III. Judge Posner’s Opinion}

I have so far ignored Judge Posner’s candid and provocative concurring opinion—as the majority and dissenting opinions in *Hively* largely do as well. But Posner will not be ignored; aside from *Hively*’s historic holding, it is his distinctive approach to statutory interpretation that has garnered the most attention.\textsuperscript{62} Posner’s arguments are often orthogonal to those of both the majority opinion (which he joins) and the dissent, hence the separate discussion here. The discussion is merited, however, because of the one thing Posner’s concurring opinion shares with the others: a blindness to the sex-specific ways that gender stereotypes involving sexual orientation actually operate in the contemporary world.

Focused instead on theories of statutory interpretation, Posner begins his opinion by describing three: original meaning, which he (unlike the dissent)
Hively's Self-Induced Blindness

equates with “the meaning intended by the legislators”; 63 unexpressed intent, which looks to the “spirit” of the law (and does not seem to correspond to any of the opinions in Hively); and Posner’s preferred method, a dynamic form of interpretation that he calls “judicial interpretive updating.” 64

Avoiding “statutory obsolescence,” Posner argues, requires that judges sometimes impose meaning on statutes that they did not originally bear. 65 It justifies taking “an admittedly loose ‘interpretation’” 66 of words like ‘sex’ in Title VII—one that accounts, in this case, for the newfound recognition that “there are significant numbers” of gays and lesbians, and that their “sexual orientation is not evil and does not threaten our society.” 67

The newfound recognition Judge Posner describes is undoubtedly his own. When he acknowledges the time it has taken “our courts and our society” to realize “that discrimination based on a woman’s failure to fulfill stereotypical gender roles is . . . a form of sex discrimination,” or that “homosexuality is nothing worse than failing to fulfill stereotypical gender roles,” Posner may well be recalling a 2003 concurring opinion where he wrote that “case law has gone off the tracks in the matter of ‘sex stereotyping’” when it is interpreted to imply “a federally protected right for male workers to wear nail polish and dresses and speak in falsetto and mince about in high heels.” 68

Posner is more explicitly autobiographical when he describes the early 1960s as a time in his life when he had never “met a male homosexual,” and had “met a lesbian . . . ‘only in the pages of À la recherche du temps perdu.” 69

Posner’s anecdote will hardly reassure those who worry that his approach to interpretation may be overly idiosyncratic and inadequately constrained. After all, we have to wonder: did Posner just skip the pages in Proust about Charlus and Jupien to get to the lesbian parts? 70

In fact, these worries suggest a missed opportunity in Posner’s opinion. Near the start, Posner analogizes Title VII to the Sherman Antitrust Act, which has long been interpreted dynamically “in conformity to the modern, not the

63. Hively II, 853 F.3d at 352 (Posner, J., concurring).
64. Id. at 353.
65. Id. at 357.
66. Id. at 355.
67. Id. at 356.
70. See Marcel Proust, Sodome et Gomorrhe, 4 À la Recherche du Temps Perdu pt. 1 (1921).
nineteenth century, understanding of the relevant economics." Posner might have taken his analogy more seriously. For judges do not just impose their own autobiographical experiences on the Sherman Act, striking down a proposed merger because their cable bill has grown over time. As Posner rightly notes, judges draw on the work of contemporary economists in seeking (or updating or creating) the meaning of the Sherman Act for our time. If Posner’s analogy is to hold, judges interpreting Title VII should presumably reach beyond their own experience by looking to those who have spent their careers studying the dynamics of sexual orientation, gender-based stereotyping, and subordination. But these are the sources that Judge Posner, like his fellow judges in Hively, chose not to see.

IV. CONCLUSION

As other courts consider whether to join the Seventh Circuit’s historic holding, it will be incumbent on advocates to ensure that they see the gender policing that lies at the heart of anti-LGBT bias. If judges perceive that, no particular theory of statutory interpretation will be necessary to find protection under current law. Suitably informed originalists, textualists, purposivists, or even “judicial interpretive updaters” might all see in sexual orientation discrimination the very kind of sex-specific, opportunity-constraining stereotyping that Title VII has long been rightly understood to prohibit.
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71 Hively II, 853 F.3d at 352. But see id. at 362 (Sykes, J., dissenting) (rejecting the analogy).

72 I refer here at least to those many originalists who do not feel bound by the originally expected applications of a text. See, e.g., Mitchell N. Berman, Originalism and Its Discontents (Plus a Thought or Two About Abortion), 24 CONST. COMM. 383, 385 (2007) (“[L]ead ing academic defenders of originalism have been disavowing expectation originalism for years.”). The argument originalists might accept is not that people in 1964 expected Title VII to protect homosexuals, but rather that they understood (or feared) Title VII as an attempt to disrupt entrenched gender roles—roles we now understand to involve sexual orientation as well as appearance, affect, choice of occupation, et cetera.